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Abstract.
Today, crowdsourcing has emerged as a promising paradigm for annotating,
structuring, and managing Web data. Still, as long as the problem of the crowd
workers' trustworthiness in terms of result quality is not essentially solved, all
these efforts remain doubtful. Therefore, in this paper we look at today's dominant quality assurance techniques and investigate how they cope with Web data,
i.e. typical long-tail distributions, making it easy for strategic spammers to
guess the prevalent answers and thus to go undetected. We provide a thorough
theoretical analysis, quantifying the success of different methods on such
skewed domains by means of test theory and show their individual weaknesses.
Exploiting our case study analysis, we propose a simple privacy-preserving,
task-agnostic model to improve test reliability, while actually decreasing overhead costs for quality assurance. Finally, we show the stability of our method
for even higher numbers of spammers in controlled crowdsourcing experiments.
Keywords: crowdsourcing, fraud detection, result quality, quality control

1

Introduction

In recent years, the paradigm of crowdsourcing has been discussed in many computer science disciplines, ranging from simple tasks like: content annotation [1] or IR
evaluation [2], to complex tasks like: crowd-enabled database retrieval [3]. In fact, the
integration of human assessments for intelligent steering of algorithms, promises a
high benefit, especially in many typical Web data processing tasks, where state of the
art algorithms are still lacking (e.g., text translation, image annotation, opinion mining, or sentiment analysis). In any case, for crowdsourcing to be practical, the main
threat of fraudulent workers affecting the overall result quality has to be managed:
Since spammers are easily attracted to cheat crowdsourcing systems due to the highly
distributed, virtual, and anonymous nature of crowdsourcing, task providers are
forced to apply strict quality control measures to ensure their exclusion, as their contributions jeopardize the entire quality of the output.
Task-aware control measures include gold questions, i.e. a set of test questions
whose answers are already known, which are currently one of the widely applied
quality safeguards (although their applicability has been doubted in many typical

crowdsourcing scenarios, see e.g. [4]). Simply put, gold questions are randomly injected in each task to test and monitor the reliability of workers. Such questions could
be either 1) blindly injected, where the workers don’t know they’re answering a gold
question, in which case, gold questions are more like a quality control detection
mechanism, or 2) openly injected, where the workers get instant feedback when they
answer a question incorrectly, in which case, gold questions are more like a teaching
and future failure prevention mechanism that explains to workers why they failed. In
addition, reputation-based systems are widely employed to track the worker’s history
and the requestor’s satisfaction in association with each worker. Yet, computing
workers’ reputation in distributed settings (in particular across the boundaries of several systems) still poses a real world challenge.
In contrast, redundancy is a task-oblivious mechanism for quality control, where
the aggregation of results from multiple workers for the same task is ultimately chosen as the final answer, e.g., by using averages or performing a majority vote. Such
task-oblivious measures have the valuable advantage of being applicable for all kinds
of tasks (even opinion-based tasks and tasks where the notion of correctness depends
on consensual agreement) and without any knowledge about the worker. In that
sense, redundancy forms a light-weight and privacy preserving quality control, where
the aggregation techniques allow to measure each worker’s quality as a function of
his/her agreement with the crowd. However, besides incurring higher costs, redundancy-based mechanisms have also been shown to have their limitations, especially
for higher ratios of spammers, see e.g., [5].
Apart from such general limitations, all of the above control measures drastically
fail for crowdsourcing tasks whose answer sets are intrinsically skewed, i.e. there is a
predominant answer, which can be exploited as a difficult-to-detect-default-answer by
spammers. Especially in Web data, this kind of (long-tailed) skew that is favoring
certain: entity types, image content, or data properties is well known. In practice,
individual crowd-sourcing tasks, or human intelligence tasks (HITs), requiring the
crowd to search for patterns or rare occurrences in Web data sets, usually follow a
power law, namely a Zipfian distribution.
Example 1: (Adult website classifier) a study on quality management in Amazon
Mechanical Turk (for details see [6]), attempted to train an adult website classifier
based on data points labeled by the crowd. In reality, 85% of the websites are suitable
for general audiences, while only 15% are actual porn. The crowd was asked to label
a website as G when suitable for general audiences and as P when comprising adult
content. The results reported that strategic spammers (i.e., workers submitting always
the prevalent answer / the highest class prior) indeed only showed an error rate of
15%. Yet, honest workers sometimes exhibited even higher error rates.
Obviously for the above example, all common measures, whether it’s gold questions, majority votes, or reputation-based systems, would fail in identifying strategic
spammers, because they’re seemingly doing a reasonably good job. Thus, as soon as
spammers realize a skewness in some task, they can easily cheat the system by
providing only the prevalent answers and thus render the final results useless.
To better understand the actual problem, we turn to classical measures from test
theory: sensitivity and specificity, and illustrate how they individually influence a

worker selection decision. We then argue how in datasets, whose answer set are highly skewed (i.e. in a binary setup, one class label occurs seldom, e.g. porn label as in
example 1), we need only focus on the specificity measure, rather than the sensitivity
as well. Building on this insight, we propose double/triple testing model, which aims
at boosting a worker’s specificity, which in turn improves the positive predictive value, i.e. the ability to avoid incorrect answers submitted by strategic spammers who
would always submit the frequent class label. Unlike majority voting, the double/triple testing model only seeks a second and/or a third opinion when the first response belongs to the frequent class. Using a controlled environment for simulations
on crowdsourcing formulated tasks, provide evidence for both the cost efficiency and
the accuracy of double/triple testing relative to traditional aggregation techniques
based on redundancy.

2

Related Work

Crowdsourcing provides an inexpensive and easy to set up solution for companies
having typical digital business problems needing intelligent or perceptual input like
e.g., Web resource tagging [7], completing missing data [8], sentiment analysis [9],
text translation [10], information extraction [4], etc.
A lot of research has focused on the quality problem in crowdsourcing and consequently different approaches have emerged. The most commonly used approaches
aim at controlling the quality by: 1) reliably identifying and excluding spammers, 2)
identifying low quality results and cleverly integrating the results to produce higher
resulting quality, 3) a combination of both, or 4) providing the workers with incentives to demotivate them from cheating the system.
Gold questions are a typical example of the first approach to quality control. Questions, whose answers are already known, are added to a crowdsourcing task. Failing to
correctly answer a certain percentage of gold questions raises a flag, and the worker is
identified as a spammer to be excluded from the workforce. Here, the workforce is
basically filtered, and only those workers satisfying a certain quality threshold are
allowed to work on a given task, all others are simply discarded.
Under the second approach falls the family of aggregation methods. Widely employed aggregation control measures include those relying on redundancy: by assigning the same task to several workers, the correct answer can be identified through
aggregation, e.g. majority voting. Nevertheless, it suffers from severe limitations, see
e.g. [5]. Different variations of weighted aggregation methods include: Dawid and
Skene’s work [11], where an expectation maximization (EM) algorithm is used to
consider the responses’ quality based on the individual workers. The responses’ quality is then used to compute a weighted aggregation. When applied to skewed domain
tasks, EM would fail, as it’s unable to identify the strategic spammers who supply
high prevalent answers[6]. With such error rates in focus, other approaches alike
emerged, such as: a Bayesian version of the expectation maximization algorithm approach [12], a probabilistic approach taking into account both the worker’s skill and
the difficulty of the task at hand [13]. A more elaborate algorithm was introduced in
[6] for building an adult web classifier (see example 1). It aimed at separating the
unrecoverable error rates from the recoverable bias by generating a scalar score. This

score would represent the inherent quality of each worker. Moreover, unlike EM, it
takes into consideration the uncertainty of the strategic spammers’ prevalent answers.
However, the algorithm accurately functions with approximately 5 labels per question
and for 20 or 30 labels from each worker. Fewer labels per question would be dramatic in terms of quality. Our approach requires only two labels per question and
there’s no restriction on the number of labels acquired from a worker.
Reputation based systems is a good representative for the third approach, where
the focus is on eliminating unethical workers throughout longer time scales. This is
attainable either through observing constant workers’ performance via a reputationbased system (based on a reputation model [13-14], on feedback and overall satisfaction [15], or on deterministic approaches [16], etc.) With such systems in place, a
worker’s reputation score can be used either as a threshold, which either allows or
denies him/her access to a task (first approach), or can be used as a weight when aggregating the results (second approach). Except, computing a reliable aggregated reputation scores for workers still poses a real challenge.
Lastly, the fourth approach comprises the different motivational incentives that
are used on crowdsourcing platform, which can be divided into intrinsic and extrinsic
incentives [17]. Intrinsic motivation is related to the task, where the workers are motivated to work on the task without expecting anything in return because it’s: interesting, a hobby, or for a good cause, e.g. ByMyEyes – an iOS application that is designed to help the blind with daily challenges –. Extrinsic motivation is related to the
return-yielding-mechanisms, where workers are motivated to work on the task expecting: monetary compensation, fame, status, recognition, etc. Investigations on using
money as an incentive have shown it to be quite tricky, where low paid jobs yield
sloppy work, and high paid jobs attract unethical workers [18].
Our proposed model falls under the second approach, where we investigate a way
to combine the opinions of different independent workers to decrease the number of
false negatives, consequently improving the positive predictive value i.e. the resulting
quality. Accordingly, our evaluations will be set against the most commonly used
aggregation technique on crowdsourcing platforms: Majority Voting.

3

Case Study: Insights from Medical Test Theory

Since many of the crowdsourcing tasks rely on binary decisions (e.g., recognizing
whether a certain object is contained in some image or classifying a business document or news article), the classic measures from medical test theory, in particular,
sensitivity and specificity [19] apply.
In this section, we delve into medical test theory and closely examine these
measures to determine the factors influencing the design of a high performance test.
Building on the insight’s drawn from this case study, we abstract these factors and
transform them to our crowdsourcing setup, where the individual workers become the
individual tests, whose performance should be boosted. In particular, we focus on
skewed datasets: in medical test theory, one example could be the skewness of people
diagnosed with AIDS, while in crowd sourcing, this would be tasks based on zipfian
web datasets.

3.1

Sensitivity, Specificity and Prevalence

The classic measures of medical test theory: sensitivity and specificity are used to
measure the performance of a binary classification test (e.g. Is the patient diagnosed
with AIDS?) reflecting the true positive rate and the true negative rate respectively
(see definition 1). The prevalence on the other hand, defines the percentage of population shown to have the tested classification condition (i.e. percentage of people found
to have the disease).
Definition 1 – Sensitivity and Specificity: sensitivity 𝜎 and specificity 𝜏 of some test
T are defined as:
|𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑒 𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑠|
|𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑙𝑦 𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑑|
|𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑒 𝑛𝑒𝑔𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑠|
𝑆𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝜏(𝑇) ≔
|𝑛𝑒𝑔𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑙𝑦 𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑑|
Where positively tested refers to those being predicted as positive and negatively tested refers to
those being predicted as negative.
𝑆𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝜎(𝑇) ≔

Generally, the usefulness of a test [21] can be measured by the positive predictive
value 𝑝𝑝𝑣(𝑇): the probability that a positive answer (i.e. have AIDS) is indeed correct, and the negative predictive value 𝑛𝑝𝑣(𝑇): the probability that a negative answer
(i.e. doesn’t have AIDS) result is correct. By considering the probability distribution
for all possible outcomes for a tested condition (see figure 1), we can define both
positive and negative predictive values as follows:
Definition 2 – Positive and negative predictive values: using Bayes theorem, we
can directly derive from figure 1 the following formulas for both positive (𝑝𝑝𝑣) and
negative predictive values (𝑛𝑝𝑣) for some tested condition T:
𝑝𝑝𝑣(𝑇) ≔

𝜎𝑝
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Fig. 1. Testing error diagram with prevalence p, sensitivity 𝝈, and specificity 

The approximation shows that the positive predictive value depends mostly on 
and p, whereas the negative predictive values strongly depends on  and p. For high
values of 𝜎 and 𝜏 however, a small prevalence would lead to very bad positive predictive values, see example 2.
Example 2: given a tested condition T exhibiting both high sensitivity and specificity 𝝈(𝑻) = 𝝉(𝑻) = 𝟎. 𝟗𝟗. Assume however, that the tested condition (e.g. is a product
review negative?) only shows a prevalence of 𝒑 = 𝟎. 𝟎𝟎𝟏. Then the positive predictive value is 𝒑𝒑𝒗(𝑻) = 𝟎. 𝟎𝟗, i.e. only 9%.
On the other hand, the respective negative predictive value is almost perfect at
99.99% and can be safely ignored.
To see how a test can be influenced by improvements of sensitivity and specificity,
let us again consider a prevalence of 𝑝 = 0.001 and change either measure while
fixing the other. Table 1 shows the respective increase in positive prediction values.
As can be observed, even extreme improvements in sensitivity  doesn’t lead to improvements beyond 1% for the positive predictive values. In contrast, increasing values of  quickly leads to acceptable positive prediction values. Thus, our focus should
be fixed on the specificity.
Table 1. Positive prediction values for a test T with
p = 0.001 and  = 0.9
𝝈
𝒑𝒑𝒗(𝑻)

0.9
0.0089

0.95
0.009

0.99
0.0098

0.999
0.0099

0.9999
0.00991

Table 2. Positive prediction values for a test T with
p = 0.001 and  = 0.9


𝒑𝒑𝒗(𝑻)

0.9
0.0089

0.95
0.0177

0.99
0.0826

0.999
0.4739

0.9999
0.9

Lemma 1 – Designing Reliable Tests based on Specificity:
Let 𝑝𝑝𝑣(𝑇) be a function of p, and 𝜏. Looking at the partial derivatives with respect
to  and 𝜏 analytically proves why the design of a reliable test should focus on specificity.

Proof:
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∎

It is easy to see that improvements in  will yield almost no result, however even
small improvements in  may directly change 𝑝𝑝𝑣(𝑇)drastically. Accordingly, to
design a reliable test, one must focus on boosting the specificity, which in turn improves the positive predictive value.

4

Integrating Reliable Answers from Crowd Workers

Our analysis in the above case study revealed that solely focusing on the specificity
would lead to significant improvements to a test’s performance. In this section, we
adapt our findings to crowdsourcing, and design a model for an efficient workers’
answer selection scheme.
4.1

From Medical test theory to Crowd-sourcing

For crowdsourcing tasks that are formulated based on skewed datasets (e.g. is there
a cat in the picture?), strategic spammers can gain highly accurate results by simply
always giving the frequent class label (i.e. there is no cat). Since the performance of a
model for a reliable crowd worker’s answer selection depends mainly on 𝜏, boosting
answers from users with high specificity is key. Still, strategic spammer would always
appear to have high specificity by giving the frequent class label. On the other hand,
their sensitivity becomes nearly non-existent, since they hardly ever give the less
frequent class label (i.e. there is a cat).
Upon focusing on the specificity, the measure’s bound for both the honest workers
and the strategic spammers differ: for the honest workers, the specificity is bounded
by their skill levels, where areas for the strategic spammers, it is bounded by the prevalence, that is, the skewness of the dataset. Since the prevalence is low, strategic
spammers will tend to be highly accurate. At which point, redundancy-based approach like Majority Votes fail. Accordingly, as shown in figure 1, an efficient model’s focus should be on the false positives (i.e. frequent class label responses). And
even though false negatives are also problematic, the prevalence’s imbalance adds in
most of the weight and the big mass within the false positive branch, leaving the false
negative branch unworthy to focus on.

4.2

Double Testing Model: Asking for a Second Opinion

Following our analysis’ insights, we propose a light weight redundancy-based
model, which procures redundant opinions to decrease the number of false positives,
which is responsible for low positive predictive values. Namely: the double testing
model, which seeks a second independent opinion.
The double testing model is inherently more cost and time efficient than traditional
redundancy-based quality control measures. In double testing, a redundant opinion is
only retrieved when the first opinion lies in the frequent class label. If the second
opinion, coincides with the first opinion, the frequent class label is accepted. Otherwise, the non-frequent class label, as dictated by the second opinion, ends up as the
accepted label. Simply put, if the rare label is given at least once, it is accepted. Such
a redundancy-based model has the advantages of being privacy preserving, where no
information about the worker is required, and task agnostic, where no information
about the task is needed.
Next, we examine the false positives frequency and the quality of positive predictive value after double testing is applied.
Example 3: given two independent workers 𝑤𝑖 , where (𝑖 = 1,2) with sensitivity 𝜎𝑖
and specificity 𝜏𝑖 . Let p be the prevalence of the positive answer. A task 𝑞 is given to
worker 𝑤1 and is denoted as 𝑞1 . Upon seeking a second opinion from worker 𝑤2 , it’s
denoted as 𝑞1,2 .

Fig. 2. Double Testing (Seeking Second opinion) Tree Diagram

As illustrated in the tree representation in figure 2, we can formally then define the
combined sensitivity and specificity as follows:
Lemma 2 – Combined Sensitivity 𝜎1,2
𝜎1,2 = 𝜎1 . 𝜎2
In fact, 𝜎1,2 has a lower value than 𝜎1 , but only by a factor of 𝜎2 (which has a value
close to 1 in general). Accordingly, 𝜎1,2 can be also estimated as follows
𝜎1,2 ≥ (min{𝜎1 , 𝜎2 })2
Lemma 3 – Combined Specificity 𝜏1,2 :
𝜏1,2 = 𝜏1 + 𝜏2 - 𝜏1 . 𝜏2
Where:
(1 − 𝜏2 )(1 − 𝜏1 )(1 − 𝑝) = (1 − 𝜏1,2 )(1 − 𝑝)

⟺
(1 − 𝜏2 )(1 − 𝜏1 ) = (1 − 𝜏1,2 )
⟺
1 − 𝜏2 − 𝜏1 + 𝜏1 ∗ 𝜏2 ⟺ 1 − 𝜏1,2
⟺
𝜏1,2 = 𝜏1 + 𝜏2 − 𝜏1 ∗ 𝜏2

∎

𝜏1,2 ≥ 𝑚𝑎𝑥{ 𝜏1 , 𝜏2 }

Where:

𝜏1,2 = 𝜏1 + 𝜏2 − 𝜏1 ∗ 𝜏2
𝜏1 + 𝜏2 ∗ (1 − 𝜏1 ) ≥ 𝜏1
𝑆𝑖𝑛𝑐𝑒 (1 − 𝜏1 ) ≥ 0
By symmetry: 𝜏1,2 ≥ 𝜏2
The frequency of false positives for the combined question 𝑞1,2 , namely (1 − 𝜏2 ) ∗
(1 − 𝜏1 )(1 − 𝑝) , massively decreases relative to the frequency of false positives
of 𝑞1 , namely (1 − 𝜏1 )(1 − 𝑝). Since the frequency of false positives is responsible
for extremely low 𝑝𝑝𝑣(𝑇) values, 𝑝𝑝𝑣(𝑇)1,2 will be accordingly much better than
either 𝑝𝑝𝑣(𝑇)1 or 𝑝𝑝𝑣(𝑇)2 , regardless of the high  and 𝜏 values.
To further analyze the difference between 𝑝𝑝𝑣(𝑇)1,2 and 𝑝𝑝𝑣(𝑇)1 , we compare the
false positives and true positives of 𝑤1 with the false and true positives of the combined answers.
Lemma 4
Let 𝑝𝑝𝑣(𝑇)1,2 be the combined positive predictive value, accordingly
1
𝑝𝑝𝑣(𝑇)1,2 =
(1 − 𝜏2 )⁄
1
1+
𝜎2 ∗ ( ⁄𝑝𝑝𝑣(𝑇)1 − 1)
Proof:
𝑝𝑝𝑣(𝑇)1 =

𝜎1 𝑝
1
=
(1 − 𝜏1 )⁄
(1 − 𝑝)⁄
𝜎1 𝑝 + (1 − 𝜏1 )(1 − 𝑝)
1+
𝜎1 ∗
𝑝

𝑝𝑝𝑣(𝑇)1,2 =

𝜎2 𝜎1 𝑝
𝜎2 𝜎1 𝑝 + (1 − 𝜏2 )(1 − 𝜏1 )(1 − 𝑝)
1
=
(1 − 𝜏1 )⁄
(1 − 𝜏2 )⁄
(1 − 𝑝)⁄
1+
𝜎2 ∗
𝜎1 ∗
𝑝

From (1), we directly get:
1
1 − 𝜏1 1 − 𝑝
−1=
∗
𝑝𝑝𝑣(𝑇)1
𝜎1
𝑝
By Substituting (3) in (2), we get:

(3)

(1)

(2)

𝑝𝑝𝑣(𝑇)1,2 =

1

∎
(1 − 𝜏2 )⁄
1⁄
∗
(
−
1)
𝜎2
𝑝𝑝𝑣(𝑇)1
Accordingly, the improvement of 𝑝𝑝𝑣(𝑇)1,2 over 𝑝𝑝𝑣(𝑇)1 can be described by the
((1 − 𝜏_2)) ⁄ 𝜎_2 factor. So even if 𝑝𝑝𝑣(𝑇)1 is very bad, e.g. 𝑝𝑝𝑣(𝑇)1 ≥ 0.1 ,
𝑝𝑝𝑣(𝑇)1,2 will be much better. For both 𝜎2 and 𝜏2 ≥ 0.9 , substituting in the above
definition will give a combined predictive value bigger than 50%. Similarly, if
𝜎2 and 𝜏2 ≥ 0.99, double testing gives a 𝑝𝑝𝑣(𝑇)1,2 of more than 90%, despite of either the prevalence or 𝑝𝑝𝑣(𝑇)1 being very low.
4.3

1+

Triple Testing: Asking for a Third Opinion

Sometimes it might be necessary to ask for a third worker’s opinion. The associativity will hold, if all three workers 𝑤1 , 𝑤2 and 𝑤3 are independent.
Definition 5 – Triple combined Sensitivity 𝜎1,2,3 and Specificty 𝜏1,2,3 :
𝜎1,2,3 = 𝜎3 ∗ 𝜎1,2 = 𝜎3 ∗ 𝜎2 ∗ 𝜎1
1 − 𝜏1,2,3 = ( 1 − 𝜏3 ) ∗ (1 − 𝜏1,2 ) = (1 − 𝜏3 ) ∗ (1 − 𝜏2 ) ∗ (1 − 𝜏1 )
Accordingly, a second and/or a third opinion can be sought, whenever the initial
response resides in the frequent class of the answer set. Triple testing, as will be
shown in the evaluation section, is more cost efficient than a majority vote of three
workers and outperforms it in terms of final resulting quality.
In triple testing a third opinion is sought when 𝑤1 responds with the frequent answer. As soon as one of the other two workers respond with the non-frequent class
label, their answer is taken as the final label. Otherwise, the frequent label is accepted.
4.4

Statistical Independence Assumption

So far we’ve assumed statistical independence, that is, the errors committed by the
workers are random. Even if there exists a systematic bias in the submitted answers
(i.e. the frequency of errors depends on the time of the day or on the workers’ cultural
background), we can beat this bias by employing a heterogeneous set of workers,
coming from different parts of the world and having different education levels, etc.
However, if the workers’ error rate depends on the intrinsic difficulty of a question,
then the error probability for worker 𝑤2 increases given that worker 𝑤1 already failed
this task. In the example below, we try to assess the consequences of this effect.
Example 4: In order to see how 𝑝𝑝𝑣(𝑇) is affected when seeking a second opinion,
we use the tree diagram in figure 3. Assume 𝑝 = 10−3 and start with a population 𝑁 =
107 . Accordingly:
9810
𝑝𝑝𝑣1,2 =
= 0.495
9810 + 9990

Fig. 3. Second opinion example Tree Diagram

As seen above, both 𝜎1,2 and 𝜏1,2 aren’t bad at all. The combined positive predictive
value 𝑝𝑝𝑣1,2 has improved when compared to 𝑝𝑝𝑣1 . However, it’s much less than in
the case of independence. This is to be expected, as the dependency leads to much
more false positives. As soon as worker 𝑤1 produces a false positive, which might be
due to the question’s difficulty, worker 𝑤2 will with a higher probability reproduce
the same mistake. The more false positives there are the lower the predictive value
𝑝𝑝𝑣1,2 will be.
To face that, a third, a fourth and up to n-opinions could be asked for. Another
proposition would be to categorize the gold questions according to their difficulty
level as perceived by the workers. In previous work of ours (see [22], [23]), we employed the Rasch Model from psychometrics to compute the questions’ difficulty,
which is perceived differently by the heterogeneous set of workers, who have varying
skill levels. Knowing the questions’ difficulty level beforehand, allows for aligned
questions assignment to workers having the appropriate skill levels.

5

Evaluation

In this section, we evaluate the accuracy and cost efficiency of both double and triple testing and compare them to the most commonly used redundancy quality control
technique: majority voting.
We simulated the crowdsourcing tasks and conducted extensive synthetic experiments, which on one hand allows for high numbers of validation runs to ensure statistically significant results, and on the other hand enables a flexible and deterministic
parameter control: namely, the percentage of spammers within a workforce and the
exact composition of the answer set, in particular, the percentage by which the
crowdsourcing tasks’ answer set is skewed. Since for easy tasks, honest workers’
error rates are negligible when compared to the error introduced by spammers,
throughout our experiments we focused on the error of spammers.
The HITS were designed to comprise 20 binary classification problems. As a default, 85% of the correct problem solutions belong to one class label, and 15% belong
to the other class (unless stated otherwise). As a strategy for exploiting the system, a
spammer in our experiments always gives the frequent answer and thus has an average error rate of only 15%. All of the following results are averaged over 1000 binary
decision problems assigned to a workforce comprised of 100 workers.

5.1

Accuracy of Double and Triple Testing

We start by looking into the efficiency of our model in terms of the resulting quality, and compare their results to majority voting of three workers. We examine how
that quality changes under varying parameters: 1) different percentage of spammers
making up the entire workforce (100 workers) and 2) percentage of skewness of the
crowdsourcing tasks’ answer set.
Impact of the Percentage of Spammers.
Figure 4, illustrates the quality achieved through majority voting, double and triple
testing. The worst quality in terms of average correctness for our evaluation environment lies at about 85%, because constantly responding with the prevalent answer will
be 85% of the time correct. Figure 4 shows that both double and triple testing always
perform better than majority voting, regardless of the percentage of spammers in the
system. In fact, their performance even gets better, when the percentage of spammers
in the workforce increases: assuming an existence of 80% spammers, majority voting’s resulting quality resides at 86.5%, while double testing and triple testing scores
90.4% and 92.5% respectively. Note that, employing gold questions, which only target the low prevalent class, would immediately discard about 80% of the workforce at
this point. With triple testing, the curve becomes bigger than when a second opinion is
sought by the double testing, indicating improved resulting quality.
Impact of Skewness Percentage of Crowdsourcing Task’s Answer set.
To illustrate the danger of skewed datasets, we changed the degree of skewness
while setting the percentage of spammers to 80% (i.e. high). Figure 5 shows that the
more a crowdsourcing task’s answer set is skewed, the higher the achieved quality is.
This is especially true, when the number of strategic spammers who submit the prevalent answer increases. The quality attained by the majority vote is always bounded by
the answer set skewness, i.e. at 95% skewness, a quality of 95% can be attained,
which corresponds to the prevalent class. Both double and triple testing can achieve
higher quality values, scoring at 95% skewness resulting quality corresponding to
96% and 97% respectively. Of course, the difference in performance is more significant with less skewed answer sets, where the majority vote can’t attain high resulting
quality anymore. That is, as the skewness decreases, the prevalent class shrinks in
size, and with it the high quality that can be attained by the strategic spammers. For

Fig. 4. Impact of the percentage of
spammers

Fig. 5. Impact of skewness percentage of
crowdsourcing tasks’ answer set

instance, at 70% skewness, majority voting scores a quality of 73%, while double and
triple testing score 81% and 84% respectively.
5.2

Comparable Resulting Quality with Majority Voting

In the previous set of experiments, we compared the resulting quality achieved by
majority voting of three workers and that of both double and triple testing. Now, we
test how many workers’ vote are needed for the majority voting to reach comparable
resulting quality as that of the triple testing.
Our experiments show that as soon as the percentage of spammers exceeds 40%,
even a majority vote over the entire taskforce doesn’t add up to the targeted quality.
At lower percentage of spammers however, we can monitor the cost associated with
reaching comparable results. As seen previously in figure 4, at the existence of 35%
spammers in the workforce, majority voting’s resulting quality resided at around 96%,
while triple testing was at 99.55%. To reach the same resulting quality, a majority of
23 votes is required. This means much higher costs for redundancy based on majority
voting.
5.3

Crowdsourcing Cost

Finally, we measure both double and triple testing in terms of overhead cost of
quality assurance, as incurred when submitting the tasks on a crowdsourcing platform.
A task is made up of 20 binary classification problems. Each of which costs 0.05$.
That is, a task costs 1$. Crowdsourcing 5 tasks with a total of 100 classification problems would always incur 15$ when using majority voting, regardless of the underlying composition of the workforce i.e. percentage of spammers.
In case of double and triple testing, the costs varies as the percentage of spammers
in the workforce change. As shown in figure 7, as the percentage of spammers increase, the cost gradually increases. Double and triple testing has an upper bound of
10$ and 15$ respectively, at which point the worst case scenario materializes: the
entire crowd is made up of spammers, and every classification problem needs to be
asked respectively twice or thrice.
At the other end of the spectrum, the lower bound would be equivalent to the cost
15
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of all the tasks being submitted once to the crowd, i.e. 5$ for both the double and
triple testing. The cost instantly increases after that point, as spammers are gradually
introduced into the workforce, and accordingly for every high prevalent answer that is
submitted, a second and/or a third opinion is sought.
In a nutshell, both double and triple testing will always incur lower costs than the
traditional majority voting scheme.

6

Conclusion

In this paper, we focus on crowdsourcing tasks involving skewed data, in particular, the typically long-tailed Web data and the quality control challenge they pose:
detecting strategic spammers who exploit the intrinsic skewness of the answer sets to
get a simple, yet hard to detect spamming strategy: they always respond with the
prevalent answer. To get a deeper understanding of the problem and a guideline for
designing effective countermeasures against spammers, we turned to test theory,
namely, to the classical measures: sensitivity and specificity.
A thorough analytical analysis revealed a surprising result. A redundancy-based
quality measure’s performance, even when facing low prevalence, can be significantly
improved by only focusing on the measure’s specificity rather than its sensitivity: in
brief, getting a few more redundant opinions has more impact on the overall result
quality than designing a better and more reliable test. In fact, we proved that enhancing the specificity, drastically improves the positive predictive value of the test. We
then proposed double and triple testing model, which seeks a second and/or a third
opinion whenever the crowdsourcing task’s response is in the prevalent class.
To verify and test the quality and cost efficiency of our model, we conducted extensive controlled crowdsourcing experiments, which allowed for flexible parameter
control. Our results show that both double and triple testing outperform majority voting in terms of quality and cost, even if the percentage of spammers in the crowd
increases. Thus, our simple, yet effective design also features a highly robust behavior
for Web information systems.
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